
OCEAN ACIDIFICATION – SCIENCE KS5 

OVERVIEW AND CURRICULUM LINKS 

This balanced and informative presentation looks at the problem of increasing CO2 causing ocean 

acidification. It covers the chemistry of acidification and some specific biological problems that will occur 

globally and in our waters. A simple demonstration using mussel shells and acid shows how these are 

affected. An estimated time scale of these effects is also shown. This workshop relates to Chemistry 

and Biology in the real world, Geology and Geography. It also shows the effects of man’s impact upon 

the oceans over time. 

This workshop was created after discussing ocean acidification with the scientists from Caitlin Arctic 

Surveys. The information is accurate and up to date and examples of genuine ongoing research are 

used. There are no sweeping statements, the uncertainty and difficulty in understanding global changes 

is shown. 

LEARNING SESSION CONTENT 

The presentation begins by showing the changes in our global pH across the last 25 million years and 

how humans are now affecting this. The logarithmic scale of pH is touched on and the way the oceans 

buffer extra CO2 is also explained. The rate of CO2 being placed into the atmosphere is increasing 

every year and this is causing a problem. An estimated time line showing how long it would take for the 

oceans to buffer the increased CO2 if we stopped increasing it now, in 2050 and in 2100 is shown, the 

impact of this is discussed. 

The formation and dissociation of carbonic acid in water is briefly shown, the extra hydrogen ions 

created affect overall acidity. The fact that ocean pH is changing has been known for some time, the 

way scientists have collected data and the fact the global oceanic pH has to be an estimate is looked 

at.  

Lowering pH can have a direct effect on marine animals and plants, examples of those that will have 

problems and those that will be helped are given. Research into this area is ongoing and diverse as we 

will need to know the effects on populations in various habitats. The rapidity of the change in pH means 

that animals have very little time in which to adapt. 

The time it takes for water to move around the globe, the differences that varying temperature causes 

and where the pH will change quickest are looked at. Some examples of the effect of ocean 

acidification on species in our own waters are given, including our deep water Corals and Atlantic Cod. 

Finally references are given to help with further work if needed, including UK Ocean Acidification, 

websites and online published reports.  

 


